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About This Game

Experience the thrill of retro racing on crazy tracks in the very first social racer – completely in the style of 8 and 16-bit
classics. Enjoy the reinterpretation of old-school gameplay in combination with perfect controls and the driving beats of unique

artist Bit Shifter!
Be creative: Race on self-designed tracks and share them with people all over the world! Countless level objects and a user-

friendly editor offer you virtually infinite possibilities to let your creativity run free.

Compete against friends and the highest ranking players and beat their times on original tracks and maps created by them! Fight
your way to the top of the global leaderboards!

Thanks to pick-up-and-play controls, you can jump right in and you'll soon be drifting through the bends and speeding along the
virtual tarmac like a pro!

FEATURES

A large selection of tracks and vehicles

Powerful level editor with countless objects and functions

Various control modes to suit everybody's style
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Fresh interpretation of the 8-bit/16-bit style racing games

Fantastic soundtrack by Bit Shifter
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I have been searching for a few halloween games to play as I enjoy the holiday however this is by far the worst one I've found.
First of all its $10, in the state its in it shouldn't even cost $1, it has no audio or music at all, the tutorial and story modes are
locked despite the game not even being an early access title and the entire game is just a hoarde mode thing where you just run
around killing monsters. With a few youtube tutorials I could probably make this game myself in a few days. Definitely not
worth playing.. Simple, but fun game. Not very polished though.. This is a quick, fascinating game. I'm actually wishing there
was a sequel, so some of the questions could be answered. Great music, nice art. It's free, so there's no reason not to try it out..
Cons:
-Does not let me set 16:9 resolution
-Awkward registration
-Overall not fun
-Confusing
-Sound is unappealing
-Graphics are bad for a 2012 game
-Physics feel unreal

Pros:
-Better than CoD: Ghosts
-I guess It's alright for 0.69€ but I feel it doesn't reach the quality it presents.

Overall, do not buy.. UMMMMMM????? CC2 Fix the DLC we paid for!!! Are you kidding? Bad buisness MOTO for sure!.
Good visual novel with a few different endings.. So Beautiful, nice hills and field.

it's almost similar quality Next GEN 3D England Scenery.

and It provide Whole Czech VFR Scenery!

Not to Heavy for Frame Rate...

Working well with HD Airport Scenery and Addon Planes.. Boring game, with little or no instruction on how to play.

Poor graphics and gameplay.. It has alot of potential, but as it is right now I can't recommend it.

Pros:
Good teleport system.
Looks good
Great Audio
Fun
Solid basics (Grabbing\/holding\/Using feels great)

Cons:
Not alot of content
Takes 5 minutes to load your guns before each game type, which must be repeated if you die.

The game could really use a limit to how many paintballs the hopper can carry, and let the refill tubes refill it MUCH faster.
Also a belt inventory would be nice for refill tubes. Right now having to use 10 refill tubes to load my marker before a match
and my teleport marker is a massive pain. especially in early access, i've had bugs that delete my marker and then i am forced to
reload all over again.
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TL;DR Buy the season pass.

The Scholar: Good diverse character. Feels like he does a little bit of everything. Her has some good combo with ongoing cards
that need cards to fuel them and cards that give extra cards. He also has cards that heal and damage when he is healed.

Miss Information:Feels pretty unique. She start off not being able to be damaged while she chips away at your health and gets
rid of your ongoing cards.Eventually she flips and stops taking away your ongoing cards and she has little health making her
easy to take down if you've survived to this point.

The Final Wasteland: Kind of boring, A lot of targets that do some damage.

. this software is confusing and there is very little documentation, you cannot instill this on different computers. the support for
this software is not good I couldnt even find an email address for support and the phone call was .12c per a min reallllllyyyyyyy
this is 2019. I decided to give it a second chance but I cannot because somehow this software on steam is a one time use on one
computer. so im waiting for a replay from a email address that some dude posted in the forms that might be the
company....there are other programs like this on here until I get this fix this stays a negtive.... This is a good game, especially
with friends! If you don't have friends, like me, you can just play alone. It's worth the price for a quick play.. I wouldn't
recommend coming close to this game if you don't have a steering wheel. The gameplay itself is not bad, you get plenty of cars
and tracks to choose from, as well as realistic racing modes.

Not a bad racing simulator for 99p I should say.. Short, simple, yet entertaining puzzle. Totally worth it.
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